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ABSTRACT
Online Collaborative Whiteboard (OCW)

application is

a cool web application that enables multiple users to
collaborate, brainstorm, and share ideas and thoughts
instantly and interactively using fun tools. OCW's goal is

very simple; everyone sees the same .screen, everyone is on
the same page but everyone uses different tools at the
same time.. OCW application was developed in Adobe Flex

using BlazeDS.

Online Collaborative Whiteboard (OCW)

is a

combination of Shared Whiteboard, Email Invite, Chat, and
Video. Using the Whiteboard component's canvas, the users
can do free-hand drawing as well as draw different shapes

like lines, circles, rectangles,

eclipses, etc.

If the

users wish, they can also undo or redo any shape, save the
whiteboard or clear the whiteboard. In addition to this,
the users can invite their friends to join them in this

session through the email invite component which emails

the link and meeting identity to their friends. As the new

users join, the users can also do chat and video
conferencing with other users in the same session. Thus

the goal is very well accomplished.
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CHAPTER ONE
'INTRODUCTION

1.1 Purpose of Project

The Purpose of the project is to build a simple

Online Collaborative Whiteboard (OCW) application to
enable multiple users to brainstorm and share ideas
interactively by using fun tools to start thinking

together. The goal is very simple; everyone sees the same

screen, everyone is on the same page but everyone uses
different tools at the same time.

In addition, the website

adds more excitement by adding Chat and Video experience

for all users.

1

1.2 Significance of Project

For anyone who has an idea or a problem and wants to
share it instantly with' their friends or co-workers in a

business meeting, or to his/her professors in college,

then the solution is interactive shared Online
Collaborative Whiteboard. The Online Collaborative

Whiteboard (OCW)

application is one of the latest

solutions available for collaborating and instantly
sharing thoughts and ideas that is centered on the notion

of a traditional whiteboard. We can instantly present our
ideas by digitally drawing, writing, and typing to

1

multiple users as well as view their ideas and thoughts
instantly by allowing them to draw, write and type as
i

well. Interactive whiteboard makes collaboration very easy

in a geographically distributed environment. There are
several online whiteboa rd web applications available today

in the Internet like General Electrics whiteboard [8] that
allows users to draw and type. Scriblink.com [5] allows
I
users to chat and draw but has a very poor graphical user

interface. The Scribble Maps

[7] application allows users

to draw and write on top of a Map. CoSketch.com [4] which
was recently released ajs a beta version allows users to

draw and type as well.

1.3 Overview of Proj ect
I
After a careful anjalysis of various online whiteboard

applications that are available today,

I have chosen to

I

implement a highly innovative, user-friendly,

interactive

collaborative whiteboarld that catches the essence of all

the best features as well as the features that can be made

better than the ones that are currently available.
The OCW application allows users to draw different

shapes including lines, circles, rectangles, ovals etc.
Each shape has several properties like stroke color, fill

color,

transparency and border thickness that can be

2

individually set and managed for each shape. In addition,
i

free hand drawing is al;so possible. Once a solution to a
i

problem is formed in a [person's mind, he can easily
i

illustrate it to others! by inviting his co-workers or
friends, by mailing a link to a collaborative whiteboard

session. One of the use|ful features of the application is

that once the users hav[e finished collaborating through a
whiteboard session and jif the users have reached a final
i

solution or a draft, th,ey have the option of saving their
i

work as an image.

If the users need, the image could be

reviewed later or used as a starting point for next level
i

of collaboration.

1

I

The part of the application that makes this unique is
i

that users could possibly chat and even do video
conferencing while they! are using the whiteboard. This is

one of the features that other applications mentioned
I

before lack based on my, research [7]

[5]. These

I

applications have only ^he features of whiteboard and
chat, but to my knowledge none of them combine the
features of chat, video] and whiteboard into a single

application. Another feature that makes this Online
Collaborative Whiteboard unique is allowing user to set
i

and also save the properties for each individual shape he

3

draws, making this application very flexible and user
i

friendly.

'
i

When a new user jolins an already existing session,
and if the user has any] comments or issues, he can always
i

chat with the other user through the chat feature and also
I

1

watch the live video frjom the attached camera of other
i

users in the session an!d hear what the other user speaks
I

through the microphone.1 To get more information he can
i

also draw and convey hi's thoughts on the whiteboard canvas
i

or he can also undo or redo the part he wishes to correct.
i

This feature of the application makes it really practical
I

to use in real life.

,
I

i

1.4 Definitions, | Acronyms, and Abbreviations
i

The following terms are defined as they apply to the
i

proj ect.
I

Adobe Flex: Adobe Flex is a software development kit

(SDK)

releaseci by Adobe Systems for the

development and. deployment of cross-platform

Rich Internet- Applications
Adobe Flash platform.
productive,

(RIA) based on the

Flex is a highly

free, open source framework for
I

building expressive web applications that deploy
consistently on all major browsers, desktops,

4

and operating systems by leveraging the Adobe

Flash Player. Flex applications can be written

using Adobe Flash Builder or by using the freely

available Flex compiler from Adobe.
BlazeDS: Adobe Flex has a Java EE integration
application known as BlazeDS, an open-source

project. BlazeDS is a server-based Java Remoting
and Web messaging technology that allows you to
connect to back-end distributed data and push
data in real-time to Adobe Flex. The Message

Service provides a complete publish/subscribe
infrastructure allowing Flex clients and the
server to exchange messages in real time.

Remoting allows a Flex application to directly
invoke methods of Java objects deployed in an

application Server.

Apache Tomcat: Apache Tomcat is an open source

software implementation of the Java Servlet and
Java Server Pages technologies. Tomcat is an

application server from the Apache Software
Foundation that executes Java servlets and
renders web pages that include Java Server Page
coding. Tomcat is the result of an open

collaboration of developers and is available

5

from the Apache web site. Tomcat can be used as

either a standalone product with its own
internal web [server or together with other web

servers, including Apache, Netscape Enterprise
I

Server, Microsoft Internet Information Server
(IIS) and Microsoft Personal Web Server. Tomcat

requires a Jajva Runtime Enterprise Environment
that conforms, to JRE 1.1 or later.

DIA: Dia is a GTK+ based diagram creation program.

It

is inspired by the commercial Windows program
i

Microsoft Vis^o, though more geared towards

informal use.1 It can be used to draw many
different kinlds of diagrams. It currently has

special objects to help draw entity relationship
I

diagrams, UML diagrams, flowcharts, network
i

diagrams and many other diagrams.

It is also

i

possible to add support for new shapes by
writing simple XML files, using a subset of SVG

to draw the shape.
I

Servlet: A Servlet 1 is a Java programming language
I

class used tojextend the capabilities of servers

that host applications accessed via a
request-response programming model. The
I

javax.servlet(and javax.servlet.http packages

6

provide interfaces and classes for writing
i

servlets. Allj servlets must implement the
Servlet interface, which defines its life-cycle

methods.

Java Script: JavaS cript is a scripting language that
is primarily used in the client-side and usually

embedded in H'TML pages. It is implemented as
part of a web, browser in order to provide
enhanced user interfaces and dynamic websites.

1.5 Overall Description
!
1.5.1 Project Perspective

From the project perspective,

the project is very

i

easy to install and use,. There are no new tools to learn

I
in order to use the progect. Flash player has to be
I
installed and supported' by the browser that is used to
view the website. The fallowing sections will describe how

the website operates un|ier various constraints.
1.5.2 System Interface j
The client will use web browser as system interface

to send request to the server. Flex proj ect requires Adobe
Flash Player 9 or later to be installed in the browser to
run the application.

7

1.5.3 Software Interface
I

Any browser that Supports Adobe Flash Player can run

the Flex based Online Collaborative Whiteboard
application. On Windows! operating system, Adobe Flash
i

Player 9 is supported dn browsers like Microsoft Internet

Explorer 5.5 or later, (Firefox 1.x, Mozilla 1.x and
I

Netscape 7.x or later. lOn Macintosh operating system,
i

Adobe Flash Player 9 is( supported on browsers like Firefox
1.x, Mozilla 1.x. and Netscape 7.x or later. On Linux

operating system, AdobeJ Flash Player 9 is supported on
browsers like Firefox ]j.5.0.7 or later and Mozilla 1.7.x
i

or later.

j
I

1.5.4 Communication Interface
i

The communication ^interface requires any compatible
i

web browser client such! as Mozilla Firefox or Internet

Explorer.

If the browser supports Adobe Flash Player then

the Flex application ruins on the browser client.
1.5.5 Memory Requirement
i
r

The minimum requirement of RAM for the browser to

support the Adobe Flash! player is 128 MB for Windows and
Macintosh operating systems and 512 MB for Linux operating
systems.

8

1.5.6 Project Functions
The project functions include chat, video, and shared
whiteboard. There are several tools including free hand

drawing, circle, rectangle, and rounded rectangle which

enables the users to draw with ease on the whiteboard. In
addition to this, the multi-user Online Collaborative

Whiteboard allows the user to have complete control of
these features that make the tool more desirable,
flexible, and user-friendly.
I

I

1.6 Specification
1.6.1 Hardware Interfaces
Online Collaborative Whiteboard application requires

the user to be connected to the internet with a connection

of at least 384 Kbps

(DSL). They may be connected

wirelessly or through their Network Interface Card.

1.6.2 Minimum Hardware Requirements
The application requires the system to have a 800 MHz

processor and 512 MB of RAM at the minimum to run the OCW

for Linux operating system when the browser uses Adobe
Flash Player 9.The application requires the system to have
a PowerPC 500 MHz processor or Intel Core Duo 1.33 GHz
I

processor with 128 MB of RAM at the minimum to run the OCW

for Macintosh operating system when the browser uses Adobe

9

Flash Player 9.The application requires the system to have
an Intel Pentium II 450 MHz processor and 128 MB of RAM at
the minimum to run the Online Collaborative Whiteboard

application for Windows operating system when the browser
uses Adobe Flash Player1 9.
1.6.3 Software Interfaces

Any browser that supports Adobe Flash Player can run

the Flex based Online Collaborative Whiteboard
Application. On Windows operating system, Adobe Flash

Player 9 is supported on browsers like Microsoft Internet
Explorer 5.5 or later, Firefox 1.x, Mozilla 1.x, and

Netscape 7.x or later. On Macintosh operating system,
Adobe Flash Player 9 is supported on browsers like Firefox

1.x, Mozilla 1.x, and Netscape 7.x or later. On Linux
operating system, Adobe 'Flash Player 9 is supported on
browsers like Firefox 1.5.0.7 or later and Mozilla 1.7.x

or later.
1.6.4 Communication Interfaces
Online Collaborative Whiteboard application requires
I
the user to be connected1 to the internet with a connection

of at least 384 Kbps

(DSL). They may be connected through

wireless or through a wired Ethernet.

10

I

CHAPTER TWO

ARCHITECTURE
After exploring a series of possible languages and
frameworks that can be Used to design this fun, user-

friendly Online Collaborative Whiteboard application,
Adobe Flex was chosen for its capacity to build fast,
expressive and highly productive Rich Internet

Applications

(RIA). Adobe Flash platform's Professional

Development Environment namely Flash Builder [13] was used

to build the application. The Flex framework helps in
generating the rich media content and business logic for
the application whereas the Flash Builder helps in

building and compiling the native code into SWF files.
2.1 Architecture(of a Flex-Based Application

The architecture of Flex is the key behind the
flexibility and performance of the language. Flex uses
high performance AMF (Action Message Format). AMF is a

client-server data transfer protocol that uses binary

format to communicate between the client and server.

2.1.1 Basic Workflow of Flex-Based Data Driven
Application

When the user requests a page from client's browser,
the web server locates the page and the request is passed

11

to the application server. The application server
processes the request. In a Flex based application the
i

server generates the SWF file. The generated SWF file
reference is usually embedded in the HTML code that is

dynamically generated ajt the server side and the response
is sent back to the client browser. The client browser
downloads the SWF file along with the HTML code and
renders it in the browser using the Adobe Flash Player. In
order to run the application, the browser must support

Adobe Flash Player. This SWF file can be either the entire

application or can be just a part of a larger application.
The main advantage^ is that the SWF file once

downloaded to the client browser can access the server
directly without having to refresh the entire HTML page.
Besides the SWF file,

all the logic and UI necessary to

display the content does not require accessing the server

for every request. This is the key that makes this
technology extremely powerful and efficient because it
greatly improves the performance of the website by

decreasing the amount of HTTP requests from the browser
and henceforth greatly decreasing the server request and
response time and the cdntent that is sent over the
network. The below figure [3]

explains the architecture of

Flex-based data driven application.

12

Accessing server resources at runtime from a SWF

o
5erver page
requests data
and other
Services

A

User/Browser

Application
Server

Figure 1. Flex-Based Data Driven Application

2.2 Architecture of Online Collaborative
Whiteboard Application

The OCW application is built to be modular. Special

consideration was takento separate the view and the

business logic of the application. This pattern makes sure
that the resulting application's business logic or visual
appearance can be changed easily without affecting each

other. This enables the easy addition of feature
enhancements to the application in the future.
2.2.1 Structure and Navigation of Online
Collaborative Whiteboard

The overall structure of OCW application is very

simple and straightforward. The user logs into the
application using the login module as a new user to

13

Figure 2. Navigation Structure of Project

initiate a new session or a user who wishes to join the
existing session. Then [the user enters the main module.

The main module comprises of three other modules namely

the chat module, video module, and the whiteboard module.
The user finally exits the application using the logout

module.

1

2.2.2 User Interface Design
User interface for the application was designed to

mainly focus on user's experience and interaction with the
application. The goal of design was to keep the whiteboard

application as simple and efficient as possible so that

the user can use the application with great comfort
I

without reading manuals'or help pages to interact with the

application. The design layout made sure that even the

14

most naive user can operate the website with ease, making

the website user friendly.

2.2.3 Object Model Diagram
Classes described below in the diagrams are the main

building blocks that make up the whole system. The object

i

models were used to design the general conceptual modeling

of the Online Collaborative Whiteboard application as well
as detailed designing, which served as basis for

translating the models into programming code.

15

Login
+userName : String
+rooKiName: String
+isFromValid: Boolean
+hasFocus: DisplayObj ect
+userNameValidator: Validator
+rocKiNameValidatcr: Validator
+tfUser Name:'Textinput
+tfRoomName: Textinput
+joinExsistingRoom(): void
4-joinRocm(): 'void
+validateForm (event :Event): Boolean
+validate(validator:Validator): Boolean

Figure 4. Class Diagram' for Login Module

The individual class design is described below
followed by the relationship between the classes at the
module level. Then the overall picture of the entire

system design at the detailed level is shown.

16

Video Panel
-f-button: Button
+videoDisplay: VideoDisplay

-videoDi3play CreationConplete () : void

I

ChatPane I

+u3erName: String
+setRoomName: String
4-producer: Producer
4-con sumer: Con sinner
4-log: TextAre a
+msg: Textinput
+send(): void
+displayMe3sage(userName:String,inessage:String): void
+messageHandler (event:MessageEvent) : void

EmaiUnvite
+enailService: HTTPService
+senderName: TextInput
+senderEmail: Textinput
+sendloName: TextInput
+sendToEmail: Textinput
+subject: Textinput
+me s sage: TextArea
message: TextArea i
+submitBtn: Button
+closeBtn: Button
#closeButton_clickHaridler(event:McuseEvent) : void
frhandleCreationComplete(): void
fronFault (eventzFaultEvent): void
-SendEma j 1, ( ) : void
-anailResult () : void j
-removePopup(): void

Figure 5. Class Diagram for Email Invite, Chat Panel, and

Video Panel Module
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F ig u r e 6. C la s s D ia g r a m 'f o r W h ite b o a rd

WhiteBoardController
+userName: String
+replayMode: Boolean
+baseCanvas: Canvas '
-newTool: DrawingTool
-FcurrentTool: Array
+currentToolPoints: Array
+currentTool: Array
+pStrokeColor: ulnt
+pTh±ckness: uint
+pAlpha: unit
+rectStrokeColor: uint
+rectFillColor: uint
+rectThickne s 3: uint
■FrectALpha: uint
-FcircleStrokeColor: uint
-FcircleFillColor: uint
-FcircleThickness: uint
-FcircleAlpha: uint
+ellipseFillColor: uint
-FellipaeStrokeColor; uint
-FellipseThickness : uint
-FellipseAlpha: uint
+childOb j e ct: DisplayObj ect
4-rrectStrokeColor: uint
-FrrectFillColor: uint
+rrectThicknes3: uint
-FrrectAlpha: uint
4-producer: Producer
4-lineStyleBar: uint
-FlineStrokeColor: uint
■Fline Thickness: uint
•FlineAlpha: uint____________________
-FToolClicked (classnaine zclass, prapertybarindex: int) : void
-FonMouseDown(event:MouseEvent): void
+createTool(event:MouseEvent): void
-FonMouseMove(event:Mouseevent): void
+onMouseieave(event:MouseEvent): void
-FonMouseUp (event :MouseEvent) : void
-FsendMessage(action:String,data:Object): void
+iaes sageHandler (event: Mou seEvent) : void
4-getCursor (peerName:String): void
-FirnageTool () : void
+clearCanvas(): void
-FredoTool(): void
-FsaveTool(): void
+undoTool(): void
-FlogoutTool (): void
i

Figure 7. Class Diagram for Whiteboard Controller
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DrawingTool
-startX: Number
-startY: Number
-endX: Number
-endY: Number
-strokeColor■ uint
-fillColor: uint
-opacity: Number
-thickness: Number
-toolName: String

-KDrawingTool () : void

Figure 8. Class Diagram for Drawing Tool

DrawingToolManager
+createTool (classNaine: Class, event :MouseEvent) : DrawingTool

Figure 9. Class Diagram for Drawing Tool Manager

i

20

Figure 10. Association of Drawing Tool and Manager
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PenTool
+updateDisplaylist (unscaledWidth: Number,
unscaledHeight:Number): void

LineTool
+updateDispalyLi'st (unscaledWidth: Number,
,
unscaledHeight: Number): void

CirdeTool
+updatedisplaylist (unscaledWidth: Number,
unscaledHeight:Number): void

EclipseTool
“inin.imum_width: Number
-minimumheight: Number___________________________

+updateDi3p]_aylist (unscaledWidth:Number,
unscaledHeight:Number) : void

RoundRectToo)

L

-minimum_width: 'Number
-minimum height: Number

-FupdateDisplayList(unscaledWidth:Number,
unscaledHeight:Number): void

Rectang I eTool
-minimum_width: Number
-minimumheight: Number

+updateDisplayList (unscaledWidth: Number,
unscaledHeight:Number): void

Figure 11.

Six Different Tools of Whiteboard Application
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Figure 12. Relation between Drawing Tools
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CHAPTER THREE
DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
I

Flex 4 framework is a free open source framework that
includes a rich class library based on Actionscript 3.0.
The Flex Component has an extendable component library

which can be used directly or can be extended for further

customization of components based on the developer's need.
The two main languages used to build the project in Flex 4
J

are MXML and ActionScript 3. MXML is an XML-based
declarative language that is mainly used for the
development of the UI layout, where as the ActionScript is
1

ECMA-compliant scripting language that is used mainly for

the development of the business logic of the application.
3.1 Online Collaborative Whiteboard's
Components and Controls

The OCW was built using Spark and MX libraries which

are included in the Flex framework. These libraries
provide components and controls. MX components also called
as halo components were,originally included in Flex 3.

Each MX component contains behavior, layout, styles, and
skin. For example, the Horizontal Box and ViewStack
I

components used in the application belong to the MX
library. Spark components are relatively new in Flex 4
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framework. Spark components separate behavior, layout,
styles, and skin into different classes. For example, the
Border container and the Vertical Group container
components used in the .application belong to the Spark

library.
I

3.2 Layout of Online Collaborative Whiteboard

Online Collaborative Whiteboard application's layout
is composed of components that are made up of controls and

containers that contain these controls. The design layout
of the chat panel module is discussed below.
The chat panel module's design requirements are

simple. It requires a text box to type the contents and a
'send' button to be clicked to send the contents. An area

like text area box with scrollbars to view the messages

exchanged between the users. Thus the layout design
contains a Control Bar container that contains the 'send'
Button control and the Text Box control within it. The
I

I

Control Bar container and the Text Area control are placed

inside a Panel container. Thus, the chat module's layout
is designed using MXML components.

Likewise, the Application container contains all the

containers for each specific module like Chat Panel
container, Video Panel container, and Whiteboard container.

25

3.3 Functionality of Online
Collaborative Whiteboard

i
!

•

I

The I functionality of Online Collaborative Whiteboard
j

i

application is divided into six major components: The

Login component, Logout component, Email Invite component,
j

i

Video component, Chat component and Whiteboard component.

The major components were written using the MXML script

and the corresponding controllers were written using the
I
I
ActionScript. All the above six individual components are

i
described below in detail.
i
I

'

3.3.1 Login Component
I
The 'Login component is the entry point to the OCW
I
application for the user. The Login screen prompts for a

Ii
user name] and a meeting identity. If the user is here to

I

i

start a new Online Collaborative
Whiteboard session, then
I
I

he can initiate a new meeting by clicking on the 'Initiate
New Meeting' button. If the user is here to participate in
ii

an ongoing or existing session he can join the existing
session by clicking on the 'Join the Existing Meeting'
button..

i

I

1

When the user enters by clicking on the 'Initiate New

Meeting' button, the user is taken to the main application
I

i

and he sees a new clean 'canvas to collaborate. When the

I

1

user enters by clicking on the 'Join the Existing Meeting'
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Figure 131. User Interface of Login Component

button, the user may see a clean canvas if the session

hasn't started or he could also see the canvas filled with

i
objects that were drawniby other users during the

II
I .

i
!

I

I

collaboration session before he actually joined.
The Login module also does the validation of the user

name and meeting identity. If the user enters an invalid
username,validation logic behind the username text box

prompts tlat the user, must

enter a valid name and prompts

the user that the field is required for login. If the user
enters thl name and enters
an invalid or empty meeting
identity the validation logic in the code prompts the user

to enter a valid meeting identity to complete the login
process. Only if the username and meeting identity are
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Login Component
I

i
I
I

valid, the buttons to login into the session become active
i

or else the button remains disabled. The figure below

shows the!validation patterns.

Ii
■
I
!
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Login Component
I

I

Whenever a new user joins the session, other users in

the session are prompted with a message indicating that a
i

new user Has joined the session. This message shows up on
I

all the user's screen,

!

so that everyone participating in

the session becomes aware that a new user has entered the
meeting session.
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Figure 16. Alert Indicating New User has Joined the
Session

3.3.2 Logout Component
The Logout component is the exit point to the OCW

application for the user. The user has two options to
leave the session. He can quit the session by just

pressing the 'x' button, in an informal meeting where the
other users are not informed about the user leaving the

30

Figure 17. User Interface of Logout Component

session or he can choose to logout by clicking on the
Logout button, where all the other users are notified that

31

the user is leaving the session. The figure below shows
the 'x' button and the logout button.

3.3.3 Email Invite Component
The email invite component is used to invite friends

we wish to collaborate ]with,

in the OCW application. The

components ask for the 'friend's email identity, user's

name and the host's email identity and user's name. Then
user can add a subject and include a message to send out

the invitation to the person. The person who is invited
can accept the invitation and log on to the application as

a user who wishes to join the ongoing session. The

application is designedi such that when the user starts the
session late or joins an ongoing session, he can get all
the details that are drawn on the whiteboard.
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Figure 18. User Interface of Email Invite Component
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3.3.4 Video Component
The video component is attached to the Whiteboard

component in the layout. Once the user logins into the
application, the Adobe Flash Player setting prompts the
user with a message that allows the user to accept or deny

the video camera and microphone access. If the user
accepts, the video will be broadcasted to the other users

in this session; if not, access is denied, but the user
can see the broadcast from others users. The application

is designed to access and broadcast only up to four
different video streams. Hence, the limitation to use the

software in the session, is limited to five

(including the

I

user).
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Figure 20. User Interface of Video Component as the
Application Opens Up
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Figure 21. Video Settings Enabled
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Figure 22. Video Settings Disabled

3.3.5 Chat Component
The Chat component'is one of the main components in

the OCW application that enables the user to communicate
and share thoughts while collaborating. The Chat component

37

Chat Panel

Raj: Hi Agil h ru today?]
Agila: 1 am doing great Raj
Raj: Did u attend the conference?

Are you talking about Relese Conference?

J

Send

Figure 23. User Interface of Chat Component
i

in Flex uses the Publish-Subscribe messaging architecture

facilitated by
server.
-1 the BlazeDS
i
BlazeDS messaging provides a client-side API and a .

corresponding server-side BlazeDS Message Service for

creating interactive and communicative applications. The
Producer and Consumer class in the BlazeDS server is the
key driving logic that is used in Messaging Service.

The Producer class I is capable of sending

Asynchronous/Synchronous messages to a destination.

Depending on the success -or failure of the messages sent,
the Producer class dispatches corresponding message

events. Message Acknowledge Event is sent when the message
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succeeds and Message Fault Event is sent when the message
fails.

The Consumer class, on the other hand is capable of
receiving the messages sent by the Producer just by

subscribing to the destination. Destination is just an
identity that identifies the destination point in the
application and is set usually in the messaging-config.xml
file. A Consumer class ,also sends subscribe and

unsubscribe messages. Depending upon the success or
failure of the messages, Message Acknowledge Event or
Message Error Event is triggered. Once subscribed, a

Consumer dispatches a Message Event for each message it

receives. The Flex application also checks for new
messages using polling mechanism.
3.3.6 Whiteboard Component

The Whiteboard components are the base on which the

entire application is built. The whiteboard has a canvas

container and many different tools that can be used to
draw on the canvas. Each tool and their properties that
can be set are described below in detail.
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Figure 24. Whiteboard Component

The Whiteboard is designed to contain three major
components. First is the Tool bar that contains all the

various tools that can be used to draw on the whiteboard.
Second is the Property bar which varies depending on

the current tool selection made from the Tool bar. The
Property bar also has a1 wipe effect attached to it, so

when the button changes we can see the wipe effect along

with the property getting changed. The key advantage of
using an individual property setup for each tool design

pattern, instead of using common properties for all the

tools that can be drawn is that we can setup a different

property for each individual shape object. So when we
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switch between tools to draw different shapes, we are able

to save our selection for each tool rather than having a

common property change as we switch between buttons to.
draw different shapes. This property makes it lot easier

to use as we draw different shapes and save their

corresponding properties and switch constantly between
buttons.
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Figure 25. Tool Bar and Property Bar

Third is the canvas container, which is the container

that holds all the different shapes that are drawn on it.
Specifically, there is no help attached to whiteboard

application because the design goal was to keep the
application simple and user friendly.
3.3.6.1 Tool Bar and Property Bar. The below section
describes in detail the 'button functionality of each
button click in the tool bar. Each button is a <mx:button>

and is associated with a click event which uses the
bindable property to bind the property value to the

current new value selected by the user. The first property
I

displayed in the tool bar is the name of the user.
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Secondly, the meeting' identity is populated on the tool
i

bar for identification purpose.

3.3.6.1.1 Pen Tool. This is the default tool
i

which simulates the drawing of a normal pen. This is a

free hand drawing tool.
The tool is associated with three main properties

namely Alpha, Stroke, and Thickness. The Stroke property

is a color picker tool, which determines the color of the
pen tool. The default color is set to black. The Alpha

property determines the opacity of the color. The Alpha
property has a horizontal slide bar attached to it for
users convenience to adjust the transparency. The Alpha
property has a minimum value of 0 and the maximum value of
i

1. The snap interval property is set to 0.1, hence as the
user drags the slider, the value increases/decreases in
i

steps of 0.1. The default value is set to the maximum
value of 1. The Thickness property determines the

thickness of the line that is drawn. The Thickness
property has a horizontal slide bar attached to it. The

Thickness property has a minimum value of 1 and a maximum

value of 20. The snap interval property is set to 1, hence
as the user drags the slider, the value

increases/decreases in slteps of 1. The default value is
set to the minimum value] of 1.
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The user can dynamically select the properties and

see the changes effected immediately as he draws. The

beauty of the tool is that the user can set each property

for each tool and they1are saved for each individual tool
correspondingly, hence'as we change tools, we still are

able to save the desired properties for each tool

individually. The dynamic binding of each property to its

corresponding tool is achieved by declaring the variable

of each property as

[Bindable]

and binding it to the

change and click event 'associated with the button
property.

User :adlth ID :3452 [

Pen""]

LJne| [

Rect !,|

Figure 26. Pen Tool and Possibilities
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3.3.6.1.2 Lifie Tool. This is a line drawing tool

and draws a line between two user clicked points. The tool
is associated with three main properties namely Alpha,

Stroke and Thickness. The Stroke property is basically a
color picker tool, which determines the color of the line
tool. The default color is set to black. The Alpha

property determines the opacity of the color. The Alpha
property has a horizontal slide bar attached to it for

users convenience to adjust the transparency. The Alpha
I

property has a minimum value of 0 and a maximum value of

1. The snap interval property is set to 0.1, hence as the
user drags the slider, the value increases/decreases in
steps of 0.1. The default value is set to the maximum

value of 1. The Thickness property determines the
thickness of the line that is drawn. The Thickness

property has a Horizontal slide bar attached to it. The

Thickness property has a minimum value of 1 and a maximum
value of 20. The snap interval property is set to 1, hence

as the user drags the slider, the value
increases/decreases in s,teps of 1. The default value is
set to the minimum value of 1.
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Figure 27. Line Tool and Possibilities

3.3.6.1.3 Circle Tool. This is a circle drawing

tool. The tool is associated with four main properties
namely Alpha,

Stroke,

Fill, and Thickness. The Stroke

property is basically a color picker tool, which

determines the border color of the circle tool. The

default color is set to black. The Fill property is

basically a color picker tool, which determines the color

that fills the circle tool. The default color is set to
gray. The Alpha property determines the opacity of the

color. The Alpha property has a horizontal slide bar
attached to it, mainly for user's convenience. The Alpha
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property has a minimum value of 0 and a maximum value of

1. The snap interval property is set to 0.1, hence as the
user drags the slider, the value increases/decreases in
I

steps of 0.1. The default value is set to the maximum

value of 1. The Thickness property determines the
thickness of the line that is drawn. The Thickness
property has a horizontal slide bar attached to it. The

Thickness property has ,a minimum value of 1 and a maximum
value of 20. The snap interval property is set to 1, hence
as the user drags the slider, the value

increases/decreases in steps of 1. The default value is
set to the minimum value of 1.
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Figure 28. Circle Tool and Possibilities

3.3.6.1.4 Eclipse Tool. This is an eclipse
drawing tool. The tool is associated with four main
properties namely Alpha, Stroke, Fill, and Thickness. The

Stroke property is basically a color picker tool, which

determines the border color of the eclipse tool. The
default color is set to.black. The Fill property is

basically a color picker tool, which determines the color

that fills the eclipse tool. The default color is set to
gray. The Alpha property determines the opacity of the

color. The Alpha property has a horizontal slide bar
attached to it, mainly for user''s convenience. The Alpha
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property has a minimum value of 0 and a maximum value of
1. The snap interval property is set to 0.1, hence as the
I

user drags the slider, the value increases/decreases in
steps of 0.1. The default value is set to the maximum

value of 1. The Thickness property determines the
thickness of the line that is drawn. The Thickness

property has a horizontal slide bar attached to it. The

Thickness property has >a minimum value of 1 and a maximum
value of 20. The snap interval property is set to 1, hence
as the user drags the slider, the value

increases/decreases in 'steps of l.The default value is set

to the minimum value of 1.

I
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Figure 29. Eclipse Tool and Possibilities

3.3.6.1.5 Rectangle Tool. This is a rectangle
drawing tool. The tool is associated with four main
properties namely Alpha,

Stroke, Fill, and Thickness. The

i

Stroke property is basically a color picker tool, which
determines the border color of the rectangle tool. The
default color is set to black. The Fill property is

basically a color picker tool, which determines the color

that fills the rectangle tool. The default color is set to
i

gray. The Alpha property determines the opacity of the
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color. The Alpha property has a horizontal slide bar

attached to it, mainly for user's convenience. The Alpha
property has a minimum value of 0 and a maximum value of
1. The snap interval property is set to 0.1, hence as the
user drags the slider, the value increases/decreases in
steps of 0.1. The default value is set to the maximum

value of 1. The Thickness property determines the
thickness of the line that is drawn. The Thickness

property has a horizontal slide bar attached to it. The

Thickness property has a minimum value of 1 and a maximum
value of 20. The snap interval property is set to 1, hence
as the user drags the slider, the value

increases/decreases in pteps of 1. The default value is
set to the minimum value of 1.

Figure 30. Rectangle Tool and Possibilities
i

3.3.6.1.6 Rounded Rectangle Tool. This is a

rounded rectangle drawing tool. The tool is associated

with four main properties namely Alpha, Stroke,

Fill, and

Thickness. The Stroke property is basically a color picker
tool, which determines ithe border color of the rounded

rectangle tool. The default color is set to black. The
Fill property is a color picker tool, which determines the

color that fills the rounded rectangle tool. The default
color is set to gray. The Alpha property determines the
opacity of the color. The Alpha property has a horizontal
slide bar attached to it, mainly for users convenience.
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The Alpha property has a minimum value of 0 and a maximum

value of 1. The snap interval property is set to 0.1,
hence as the user drags the slider, the value

increases/decreases in steps of 0.1. The default value is
set to the maximum value of 1. The Thickness property

determines the thickness of the line that is drawn. The
I

Thickness property has a horizontal slide bar attached to
it. The Thickness property has a minimum value of 1 and a

maximum value of 20. The snap interval property is set to

1, hence as the user drags the slider, the value
increases/decreases in steps of 1. The default value is
set to the minimum value of 1.
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Figure 31. Rounded Rectangle Tool and Possibilities

3.3.6.1.7 Save Tool. The tool saves the objects

that are drawn on the whiteboard canvas container as an

image file. This is a very useful feature because the
1

users can save the whiteboard images as a draft and the
users can start the next session from where they stopped

in the previous session by just importing the saved image

and start collaborating from there. This makes the user's

job very simple and efficient. This option also makes sure
that the users do not Ipse any information discussed so
far and also saves plenty of time.
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For example, if the

Figure 32. Save Tool
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users are discussing about a house model, they can save
the information they discussed in several drafts and keep
a history of drafts for later reference,

so users can

eventually know how the model was developed from scratch

and also the options that were discussed so far in
previous sessions.
i

3.3.6.1.8 Undo Tool. This tool is used for
undoing the last shape object drawn by the user. While

discussing with several other users, it is always a
necessity to be able to undo the part that is drawn

recently. The undo butt,on when clicked makes sure that the
last object drawn is undone in all the users' whiteboard

who are participating in this session. This makes sure

that there is no inconsistency in the screen shared by all

the users. The major advantage of this undo button is that
I

user will not only be able to undo the images he draws,

but also the images other users have drawn so far. So this
property of the undo button makes sure that always the
whiteboard shared by the all the users are consistent and
synchronized with each other. There is no limit set on the

undo button, hence the users can almost undo until the

screen has nothing in it. When the user has undone

everything drawn so far and still click on the undo
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button, the application prompts the user with a message

that there is nothing to be undone.
3.3.6.1.9 Redo Tool. This tool is used for

redoing the last shape object drawn by the users. While
discussing anything with several other users, it is always
a necessity to be able to redo the part that was last

undone. The redo button as clicked makes sure that the
last object that was undone is drawn in all the users'

whiteboard who are participating in this session and that

there is no inconsistency in the screen shared by all the
users. The major advantage of this redo button is that
user will not only be able to redo the shapes he has

drawn, but also the shapes drawn by other users. Hence,
this feature of the redo button makes sure that the
I

whiteboard shared by all the users are always consistent

and synchronized with each other, and this is very

important when the user tries to discuss a model or a
diagram in a whiteboard. There is no limit set on the redo

button; the user can almost redo all the things that have

been undone so far. When the users have redone everything
that has been undone so far and still click on the redo
button, the application prompts the user with a message

that there is nothing to be redone.
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Figure 34. Redo Tool
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3.3.6.1.10 Clear Tool. Clear tool is used for

clearing the entire canvas. So, whenever the clear tool is
clicked the user is prompted with a message stating "Are
you sure that you want to clear the screen?". If the user
disagrees then the screen is not cleared. On the other

hand, if the user agrees then a message is prompted
stating "Please wait until we try to collaborate with

other users" and a message is sent to all the users in the
session stating that the particular user wishes to clear
the screen, and prompting the remote user if he agrees to

clear the screen. If all the users agree, then the screen
is completely cleared.

If not, a message is sent to all

users indicating that the other users have not granted
permission to clear the screen. Thus at any point in the

session, the shared whiteboard application is synchronized

among all the users. The diagrams discussed below clearly
explain the process in an orderly manner.

I
I

Figure 35. Clear Alert on Current User's System
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Figure 36. Clear Alert on Remote User's System

Only if all the users agree, the screen is cleared.
Even if one user disagrees then the following alert pops

up on all the other users'

screens including the user's

screen who wished to clear the screen. The screen is not
cleared and appears with the same contents as before in
all users system.
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Figure 37. Uncleared Screen

3.3.6.1.11 Logout Tool. When the Logout button

is clicked, a message is prompted to all the users in the
session indicating that the specific user is logging out

and the application logs; out. Thus, all the other users

are aware of who is logging out of the session at any
time.
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3.3.6.1.12 Email Invite Tool. When the user
I
clicks on the email invite button, the email invite module
is called. The email invite module helps the user to send

out an invitation to user's friends inviting them to join
the ongoing collaborative session. All the details of this
i

tool are described in detail in the email invite section.
i

3.3.6.2 Canvas Container. Canvas container is the
parent container which iholds all the objects that are

drawn on it. Care is taken to make sure that the user does
I

not cross the boundaries of the canvas container, as he
draws over the canvas, ^he canvas container occupies

majority of the space ih the application, to make sure
I

that the user has enough space to draw.

Figure 38. Canvas Container.
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Thus, the whole application was designed to be highly

flexible and user-friendly.
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CHAPTER FOUR
SOFTWARE TESTING AND MAINTENANCE

4.1 Test Approach

This section describes the methodologies used while
testing the Online Collaborative Whiteboard application.

To test the internal structure and flow of the application
white box testing is done at the unit testing level. To
test the functionality iof the software, black box testing

approach is followed. In general, valid input and output,
invalid input and output are tested. Black-box testing

does not require the tester to know about the internal
structure or in-depth functionality of the application.

4.2 Maintenance Manual

Maintenance of thejweb application is relatively
simple. The major requirement for running the Flex based

application is that the browser supports the Adobe Flash
Player. The entire application runs as a complied SWF file

that is inserted into the HTML webpage using JavaScript.
The application uses the Apache Tomcat server and the

BlazeDS server. The BlazeDS is the key server behind the
messaging mechanism used throughout the application.

Flex

application can be easily run by downloading the turnkey
version of BlazeDS server, which comes with the Tomcat
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server and deploying the application inside the server.

Adobe Flex Developer Center provides all the necessary
information for setting up the turn-key version of the

server. Brief installation instructions and the download
hyperlinks of BlazeDS Turn Key version are available at

the Adobe Flex website

(http://opensource.adobe.com/wiki/

display/BiazeDS/Release%2OBuiIds)
OCW Application can be run on various operating

systems like Macintosh, Windows or Linux operating system.
Any recent browsers like Microsoft Internet Explorer 5.5

or later,

Firefox 1.x, Mozilla 1.x and Netscape 7.x or

higher that supports Adobe Flash Player is appropriate for
running the application. The application uses the local

server and runs on TCP port 8400.
For the formal Project Presentation and Demo, a

Server machine was setup starting from scratch by

installing Centos operating system. The application was

deployed on the Server in Apache Tomcat and then executed
from two different browser clients. The application ran
successfully. The difference that was noted during the

demo was that the clients behaved as master and slave
instead of each being its own master. Only on the click or

focus event triggered on the slave, the master's updates
were seen on the slave.
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CHAPTER FIVE

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

5.1 Conclusion
The Online Collaborative Whiteboard (OCW) application

is an easy,

instantaneous multi-user exchange medium to

share ideas with people whom we wish to share. Whether it

is a business meeting involving a strategic client or
conducting a virtual classroom through the Internet, or
communication between a professor and students or be it

sharing or discussing something among friends, the OCW
suits everyone's needs. The OCW application's goal was
very simple; everyone sees the same screen, everyone is on

the same page but everyone uses different fun tools to
shape up their ideas instantly and collaborate them with

other users online. Along with the enhancements like chat
and video for users, the goal was accomplished in this
application.

5.2 Future Enhancements

Online Collaborative Whiteboard Application even

though is complete software in itself; also has endless

possibilities for future enhancements. After spending a
lot of time researching before actually developing the
software gave a broad view of features that can be added
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to the future version of this application. The possible
enhancements are listed below.

5.2.1 Skinning the Application
The application can be skinned to add several skin

classes to it, to enhance the aesthetics of the
application. The buttons,

layouts, panels can be made to

look richer and attractive to users by using Flex

frameworks skinning techniques.
i

5.2.2 Playback Mode
This is one of the most prominent features that can

be added to the application. Using the playback feature,
the user should be able' to display objects on the
whiteboard that were ever drawn by all the collaborators

in the past starting from the first object to the most
recent object in a chronological order. This play back

functionality highly enhances the capability of the Online
I

Collaborative Whiteboard application, giving the users a

visual display of all activities done from start to
finish.

5.2.3 Resize and Drag Objects
The shapes that are drawn on the whiteboard cannot be

dragged or resized in the current version of the software.

If this option is added, then users can draw objects
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anywhere in the canvas and move them around or drag them

to resize the shape and size of the obj ects.
5.2.4 Copy and Paste Option

As the user draws an object on the1 whiteboard and if
he needs to redraw the'exact object with same dimensions

over and over again or just make simple variations to the
same image over and over again, Copy and Paste would be a
very useful feature to have in the whiteboard application.
I

Currently, the user has to redraw the whole image as many

times as he needs. Henc.e, this functionality saves plenty
of time for the user, since he does not have to recreate

it again.

i

5.2.5 Adding Text on Top of Images
This is a great functionality which will help the

user to describe or write comments about an illustration

or object right on top of it, so that it is very clear for

other users.
User's experience and developer's imagination is the

key behind the endless list of possibilities of future
i

enhancements for this project.
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APPENDIX A
SAMPLE SOURCE CODE

/**

* <b>Online Collaborative Whiteboard Application
* This Component was designed for Whiteboard Module.
* ©author Niranjana Kumari Subramanian
* </p>Date: 30th July 2010
*/
<?xml version=“1.0” encoding=“utf-8”?>

<s:Group
xmlns:fx=“http://ns.adobe.com/mxml/2009”
xmlns:s=“library://ns. adobe.com/flex/spark”
xmlns:mx=“library://ns.adobe.com/flex/mx”
xmlns-‘whiteboard, controller”
width-‘100%” height=“90%”>

<fx:Script>
<![CDATA[

import mx.binding.utils.Bindinglltils;
import whiteboard.controller.EclipseTool;
import whiteboard.controller.LineTool;
import whiteboard.controller.PenTool;
import whiteboard.controller. RectangleTool;
import wh iteboard.co ntro Iler. Round RectTool;
import whiteboard.controller.WhiteBoardController;
import whiteboard.controller.circleTool;
[Bindable] public var userName:String;
[Bindable] public var roomName:String;

]]>

</fx:Script>
<fx:Declarations>

<mx:WipeLeft id=“wrEffect” duration-‘500”/>
<mx:WipeRight id=“wlEffect” duration=“5007>

</fx:Declarations>
<s:BorderContainer width=“100%” height=“100%”
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borderColor=“#FC0303” borderWeight=“3">

<s:VGroup width=“100%“ height=“100%" x=“1” y=‘T>
<s:HGroup width-‘100%’’ height=“26” >

y************* 1"qq| Bgj- ****************/
<mx: Label text=“User :{userName}”/>

<mx:Label text=“ID :{roomNam,e}7>

<mx:Button label=“Pen” id=“penBtn” width=“60”
click=“wbController.ToolClicked
(whiteboard.controller.PenTool,'1)7>
<mx:Button label=“Line’’ id=“lineBtn” width=“60”
click=“wbController.ToolClickedl
(whiteboard, controller. LineTool,2)7>
<mx: Button label-’Rect” id-'rectangleBtn” width=“60”
click=“wbController.ToolClicked
(whiteboard, controller. Rectang leTool,3)7>

<mx:Button label=“RRect” id=“roundrectBtn” width=“60”
click=“wbController.ToolClicked
(whiteboard. controller.RoundRectTool,4)7>

<mx:Button label=“Circ” id=“circleBtn” width=‘‘6O”
click-‘wbController.ToolClicked
(whiteboard. controller.circleTool,5)7>
<mx:Button label-‘Ecli” id=“eclipseBtn” width=“60”
click=“wbController.ToolClicked
(whiteboard, controller. EclipseTool, 6) ”/>
I

<mx:Button label-'Import” id=“importBtn” width=“60”
click-'wbController.ToolClicked ,
(whiteboard, co ntroller.Tria ng le,7)7>
<mx:Button label=“Invite” id=“inviteBtn” width=“60”
click=“wbController.inviteTool()7>
I

<mx:Button label-'Undo” id=“undoBtn” width=“60”
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click=“wbController.undoTool()7>
<mx:Button label-'Redo” id=“redoBtn" width=“60”
click=“wbController.redoTool()7>

<mx:Button label=“Clear” id=“clearBtn” width=“60”
click=“wbController.clearCanvas()7>
<mx:Button label=“Save” id=“saveBtn” width=“60”
click=“wbController.saveTool()7>
<mx:Button label=“Logout” id=“logoutBtn" width=“60”
click=“wbController.logoutTool()7>
</s:HGroup>

/ ************* End of Tool Bar ****************
J*************

PpQpgfly ggp********************^

<mx:ViewStack id=“pBar” name=“propertyBar” width=“100%”
height=“38” selected I nd ex-T’ backgroundColor=“#990066”>

/*****Pen Tool Properties ********/
<mx:HBox width-* 100%” height=“1OO%” id-'penStyleBar”
hideEffect-'wrEffect" showEffect=“wlEffect”>

<mx:Text text=“Stroke

color=“#FFFFFF” width=“607>

<mx:ColorPicker id=“pStrokeColor”
selectedColor=“{wbController.penStrokeColor}”
change-'wbController.penStrokeColor=pStrokeColor.selectedColor”>
</mx:ColorPicker>
1
<mx:Text text=“Thickness

color=“#FFFFFF” width=“807>

<mx:HSIider id=“pThickness” value=“{wbController.penThickness} ”
change=“wbController.penThickness = pThickness.value”
showDataTip=“true” minimum=“T maximum-‘5O” >
</mx:HSlider>

<mx:Text text=“Alpha

color=“#FFFFFF” width=“607>
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<mx:HSIider id-‘pAlpha” value=“{wbController.penAlpha}”
change-'wbController.penAlpha = pAlpha.value” minimum=“0”
maximum-T showDataTip=“true” snaplnterval=“0.1” width=“106”>
</mx:HSIider>

</mx:HBox>
/***** End of Pen Tool Properties ********/

/********* Line Tool Properties *********** /

<mx:HBox width=“100%” height=“100%” id=“LineStyleBar”
hideEffect-'wrEffect” showEffect=“wlEffect”>

<mx:Text text=“Stroke

color=“#FFFFFF” width=“607>

<mx:ColorPicker id-‘lineStrokeColor”
selectedColor=“{wbController.liheStrokeColor}”
change-'wbController.lineStrokeColor = lineStrokeColor.selectedColor”>
</mx:ColorPicker>
<mx:Texttext=“Thickness

color-'#FFFFFF” width=“807>

<mx:HSIider id=“lineThickness” value-‘{wbController.lineThickness}”
change-VvbController.lineThickness = lineThickness.value”
showDataTip-'true” minimum-T maximum=“50” > </mx:HSIider>
<mx:Text text=“Alpha

color-‘#FFFFFF” width=“607>

<mx:HSIider id=“lineAlpha” value=“{wbController.lineAlpha}”
change-'wbController.lineAlpha = lineAlpha.value” minimum=“0”
maximum-T showDataTip=“true” snaplnterval=“0.1” width="106”>
</mx:HSIider>

</mx:HBox>
I

/********** End of Line Tool Properties ********/
/********* Rectangle Tool Properties **********/
<mx:HBox width-(100%” height-(100%” id-‘rectStyleBar”
hideEffect=“wrEffect” showEffect=“wlEffect”>

<mx:Text text=“Fillcolor=“#FFFFFF” width=“607>
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<mx:ColorPicker id-'rectFillColor” selectedColor=“{wbController.rectFillColor} ”
change-'wbController.rectFillColor = rectFillColor.selectedColor”>
</mx;ColorPicker>

<mx:Text text=“Stroke

color="#FFFFFF" width=“607>

<mx:ColorPicker id-'rectStrokeColor"
selectedColor=“{wbController.rectStrokeColor}"
change="wbController.rectStrokeColor= rectStrokeColor.selectedColor”>
</mx:ColorPicker>
<mx:Texttext=“Thickness

color=“#FFFFFF” width=“807>

<mx:HSIider id-’rectThickness” value=“{wbController.rectThickness} ”
change="wbController.rectThickness = rectThickness.value” minimum=‘T
maximum=“20” showDataTip-'true” snaplnterval-T> </mx:HSIider>

<mx:Text text=“Alpha

color=“#FFFFFF” width=“607>

<mx:HSIider id=“rectAlpha” value=“{wbController.rectAlpha}’’
change-'wbController.rectAlpha =
rectAlpha.value” minimum=“0" maximum-T’ showDataTip-'true”
snaplnterval=“0.1” > </mx:HSlider>
</mx:HBox>
/***** *******End of Rectangle Tool Properties**** *******7

/********* Rounded Rectangle Tool Properties ***********/

<mx:HBox width=“100%” height=“100%” id=“roundrectStyleBar”
hideEffect-'wrEffect” showEffect=“wlEffect”>
<mx:Text text=“Fillcolor=*'#FFFFFF” width=“607>

<mx:ColorPicker id=“roundrectFillColor”
selectedColor=“{wbController.roundrectFillColor}”
change-'wbController.roundrectFillColor = roundrectFillColor.selectedColor ”>
</mx:ColorPicker>
<mx:Text text=“Stroke

color=“#FFFFFF” width="607>

<mx:ColorPicker id=“roundrectStrokeColor"
selectedColor=“{wbController.roundrectStrokeColor}”
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change=“wbController.roundrectStrokeColor=
roundrectStrokeColor.selectedColor”> </mx:ColorPicker>
<mx:Text text-Thickness

color="#FFFFFF” width-'807>

<mx:HSIider id=ToundrectThickness”
value- ‘{wbController.roundrectThickness}’’
change=11wbController.roundrectThickness = roundrectThickness.value”
minimum=“1” maximum=“20'’
showDataTip-'true” snapinterval-T’> </mx:HSlider>

<mx:Text text=“Alpha

color=“#FFFFFF” width="607>

<mx:HSlider id-‘roundrectAlpha” value=“{wbController.roundrectAlpha}”
change-'wbController.roundrectAlpha = roundrectAlpha.value” minimum=“0"
maximum-T showDataTip-'true” snaplnterval=“0.1” > </mx:HSIider>
</mx:HBox>
/***** End of Rounded Rectangle Tool Properties *******7
y********* **********Qjrcle Tool Properties ******************7
<mx:HBox width=“100%” height=“100%” id=“circleStyleBar”
hideEffect=“wrEffect” showEffect=“wlEffect”>
<mx:Text text=“Fillcolor=“#FFFFFF” width=“30” height=“277>

<mx:ColorPicker id=“circleFillColor”
se!ectedColor=“{wbController.circleFillColor}”
change-'wbController.circleFillColor = circleFillColor.selectedColor”>
</mx:ColorPicker>
<mx:Text text=“Stroke

color-’#FFFFFF” width=*’6O” height=“277>

<mx: ColorPicker id=“circleStrokeColor”
selectedColor-‘{wbController.circleStrokeColor}”
change-'wbController.circleStrokeColor = circleStrokeColor.selectedColor ”>
</mx:ColorPicker>

<mx:Text text=“Thickness

color=“#FFFFFF” width=“80” height=“277>

<mx:HSIider id-'circleThickness" value=“{wbController.circleThickness}"
change-'wbController.circleThickness = circleThickness.value” minimum-1!1’
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maxim um="2CT
showDataTip-'true” snapInterval-T > </mx:HSlider>

<mx:Text text-'Alpha

color=“#FFFFFF" width-*60” height=“277>

<mx:HSIider id=“circleAlpha” value=“{wbController.circleAlpha}”
change=“wbController.circleAlpha=circleAlpha.value ”
minimum=“O” maximum-T showDataTip-'true ”
snaplnterval=“0.1” > </mx:HSIider>
</mx:HBox>
/***** End of Circle Tool Properties ********/

/********* Eclipse Tool Properties ***********/
<mx:HBox width=“100%” height=“1OO%” id=“EclipseStyleBar”
hide Effect-‘ wrEffect” s h owEffect-1 wl Effect”>

<mx:Text text=“Fillcolor=‘‘#FFFFFF” width=“30” height=“277>

<mx:ColorPicker id=“eFillColor"
selectedColor=“{wbController.eclipseFillColor}”
change-‘wbController.eciipseFillColor = eFillColor.selectedColor”>
</mx:ColorPicker>
<mx:Text text-'Stroke

color=“#FFFFFF” width=“60” height=“277>

<mx:ColorPicker id=“eclipseStrokeColor”
selectedColor=“{wbController.eclipseStrokeGolor}”
change-‘wbController.eclipseStrokeColor =
eclipseStrokeColor.selectedColor”>
</mx:ColorPicker>
<mx:Text text=“Thickness

color=“#FFFFFF” width-‘80” height=“277>

<mx:HSIider id=“eclipseThickness” value=“{wbController.eclipseThickness} ”
change-'wbController.eclipseThickness = eclipseThickness.value”
minimum=“1” maximum=“20” showDataTip=“true” snaplnterval-T’
width=“89”> </mx:HSlider>

<mx:Texttext=“Alpha

color=“#FFFFFF” width=“60” height-‘277>
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<mx:HSIider id-'eclipseAlpha” value=“{wbController.eclipseAlpha}”
change- ‘wbController.eclipseAlpha = eclipseAlpha.value” minimum=“0”
maximum-T’ showDataTip-'true” snaplnterval=“0.1” width=“106”>
</mx:HSIider>

</mx;HBox>
/***** End of Eclipse Tool Properties *********/

</mx:ViewStack>
A******** End of Property ear*************7

/********* Whiteboard Controller ***************/

<WhiteBoardController id=“wbController” width=“100%” height—‘100%”
userName=“{userName}”
roomName=“{roomName}” replayMode=“{replayMode}’7>

/**A******End of Whiteboard Controller ********/
</s:VGroup>

</s:BorderContainer>-

</s:Group>
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APPENDIX B
SAMPLE TEST CASE AND RESULTS
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TEST CASE 1: Checking if the UNDO Button in Whiteboard is working
properly.
TEST RESULT:

Figure 39.Before clicking UNDO Button:
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Figure 4O.After clicking UNDO Button:
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TEST CASE 2: Checking if the REDO Button in Whiteboard is working
properly.
TEST RESULT:

Figure 41.Before clicking REDO Button:
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Figure 42.After clicking REDO Button:
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e

TEST CASE 3: Testing the chat application between user Raj and Agila using
the meeting identity Pranov123.
TEST RESULT:

Chat Panel

'Raj: HIAgl! h ru today?
Agila: I am doing great Raj
Raj: Did u attend the conference?

Are you talking about Relese Conference?

[send

]

Figure 43.Chat Window in User Agila’s System.

Chat Panel

Raj: Hi Agilh ru today?
Agila: I am doing great Raj
Raj: Did u attend the conference?

[

Figure 44.Chat Window in User Raj’s System.
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